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a rate not seen in any technology in history. Despite naysayers and erratic support by the U.S. Govern               ! 
President Calvin Coolidge suggested that the U.S. government should host an international conference to
           "#    
of the Harding years, the support of the President was a huge boon to the aviation community. Coolidge
     $ #      % &'( 
that a conference on the 25th anniversary in December
1928 would be ideal and would bolster the United States’
position as a world leader in aviation.
) $ #    try were quick to accept the President’s suggestion, but
actual implementation fell to the Commerce and State
Departments. Unfortunately, the State Department was
unwilling to support the effort. They were engaged in
negotiating various international agreements impacting
intercontinental travel, especially with the South and
Central American countries, culminating in the Pan
American Convention on Commercial Aviation early in
1928. Understandably they were fairly defensive of their
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! #  0  $  # tics, resisted moving forward on this new international
'HFHPEHU,&$&GHOHJDWHVYLHZWKH
conference unless the Commerce Department agreed that
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there would be no formal agreements reached among the
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Hoover reached the limit of his patience and informed the President that although the public, the aviation industry, and the foreign governments were very interested in the conference, the State Department
was unwilling to provide budget or support. Coolidge, in his inimitable manner, simply wrote a note on



Hoover’s letter saying “Ask
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secretary then forwarded the
letter to Secretary of State
7 / " :   
his attention to the President’s personal note. Even
with Presidential support, the
State Department still insisted that the conference drop
'HFHPEHU,&$&GHOHJDWHVSRVHGIRUDJURXSSLFWXUHDW/DQJOH\
one of its stated goals – to 0HPRULDO$HURQDXWLFDO/DERUDWRU\2UYLOOHLVVHDWHGWRWKHULJKWRIWKH
serve as a forum for discusZRPDQZLWKWKHZKLWHIXUFROODU
sion of future international
regulation of air travel. Commerce agreed and took the lead planning the conference.
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of foreign governments. Commerce and State explained to Congress that the primary purpose of the conference was to promote contact by American manufacturers with foreign markets, with an ancillary goal
        ;     
forthcoming.
The State Department issued invitations to all countries with which the United States had diplomatic relations and requested submission of papers on aeronautical development. Soon two problems arose with the
invitations. First, the U.S. Government at that time did not recognize the Soviet Union and had no diplo    0%   "4  ! 
 <"0"    <00= 0  # >  !  
or branches which placed orders for aircraft and equipment. The Soviet business was important to these
companies and the aeronautical industry put pressure on State to accommodate them. So, conference of! ! <00=    0%     
to the Soviet government or any Soviet aeronautical companies, their aviation experts could attend if they
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conditions, the Soviet companies declined the invitation stating that absent a formal invitation to the USSR,
they would not attend. The second issue was that the League of Nations requested an invitation. The U.S.
had not joined the League of Nations and some of the resulting friction was evident in the exchange that
followed. The State Department recommended that the conference planners deny this request, noting that
the League of Nations had previously tried to insert themselves into conferences with the U.S. Government
 <"0" ?             "60 
all the League’s member countries were included in the initial invitations and so attendance by representatives of the League was redundant. The conference committee acquiesced and the League was not invited.
To set the ground rules for the conference, Commerce and State set up an advisory committee with representatives from the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA), the United States Chamber of Commerce, the Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aviation,
the National Aeronautic Association, and the military services. This group, grappling with political implications, decided that a representative of the U.S. delegation would chair each session, but would act more
as a moderator than a true chairman. He would introduce the paper and the presenter, recognize those who



wanted to speak, enforce standard time constraints, and simply manage the proceedings rather than taking
a more technically or politically authoritative role. No votes would be taken by the assemblage and the
purpose of the meeting was “to provide an opportunity for an interchange of views upon problems pertain        "6J       
be open to the general public, but only delegates and distinguished guests, such as the representatives of
foreign governments or of the aeronautical industries, were to be provided designated seating.
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B. Caproni.
The schedule called for the attendees
$  
Aeronautical Exhibition the week before
the formal conference. This show featured American aircraft and technology,
including nearly every American airplane
in production, along with some foreign
aircraft. Following that, the delegates
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three days of meetings; then to Norfolk,
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to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the
First Flight.
7KH¿UVWZLQGWXQQHOGHYHORSHGDW/DQJOH\GHPRQVWUDWHGWRWKH

The conference provided air transporta,&$&GHOHJDWHVLQ
tion to Chicago, but only from Cleveland.
The delegates had to travel by rail from
New York to Cleveland because of the uncertain weather conditions in that area in December. They were
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of a global economy and, indeed, would contribute to world peace. As President Coolidge extolled the
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to a seat beside Charles Lindbergh. Later, Lindbergh was called forward for the presentation of the Clifford
4    #  0  $ +$ / /    /
part in the presentation. Lindbergh stopped, waited for the elder aviator, and the two walked to the podium
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in 25 years, the world had gone from derisive
/     
acclaim of pilots.
The conference was organized to address a
     "       ternational air transport; Thursday was airway
development, meteorology, and communications; and Friday focused on foreign trade in
aircraft and engines. Papers were presented
on topics such as airgraphics (meteorology);
airways; airports; organization, operation and 'HFHPEHU5LGLQJLQWKHZDJRQVIURP.LWW\+DZN
maintenance of airlines; radio directors; electro- WR.LOO'HYLO+LOOVIRUWKHWKDQQLYHUVDU\RIWKH¿UVWÀLJKW
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echo; aeronautical research; aerial photography;
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for Air Navigation hampered the export of American airplanes and equipment.
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4 "J      Prince Mozaffar Mirza Firouz,
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the lady’s status, including her reputation, and the State Department demanded the Persian Minister provide
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came and so Mrs. Bauer was unable to attend the conference as a delegate nor did she receive invitations
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Bauer in tow. The pair attached themselves to Mrs. MacCracken, the wife of the U.S. Assistant Secretary
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Protocol challenged them. Nevertheless, rather than cause a scene with a visiting Persian Prince, the Chief
of Protocol elected to let the pair attend the reception.0   J 
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Memorial Aeronautical Laboratories and witnessed demonstrations of Langley’s unique wind tunnels. This
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in the world to use the principle of variable density
air pressure to test scale model aircraft. The visit was
doubly appropriate since research efforts at Langley
were overseen by an advisory committee of noted
           J  
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Hawk as their destination, the delegates must have
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'HFHPEHU:26DXQGHUVOD\VDZUHDWKDW
  ")        WKHIRRWRIWKHPHPRULDODWWKHERWWRPRI.LOO'HYLO ing the party down, but that idea was quashed by Lang+LOO7KLVZUHDWKKRQRUHG:LOEXU:ULJKWZKRKDG
ley’s chief test pilot, Thomas Carroll, who explained
SDVVHGDZD\LQ7KHZUHDWKOD\LQJLQKRQRURI
WKH:ULJKWVKDVFRQWLQXHGDVDWUDGLWLRQRQWKHDQQL that although the ground appeared level, “numerous
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dangerous and that “landings should only be made
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roads from Norfolk to Currituck Courthouse, North Carolina. Seventy private cars then shuttled them to
Point Harbor where the Roanoke Ferry Company was waiting to cross the three-mile-wide shallow waters
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Hawk, they were still almost 3 miles from the site of the day’s ceremonies and had to walk the rest of the
way. There were a few cars to shuttle the dignitaries and, of course, the resourcefulness of aviators came
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aerial victories) decided to speed up the process and commandeered a Coast Guard wagon and two horses.
Picking up passengers along the way, they expertly guided the horses from the dock over the sand dunes to
the site of the ceremony.
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Second, it was duck hunting season and the local hunters complained bitterly about the possibility of airplanes frightening away the ducks. The decision was made to take the safest and most politically discrete
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cornerstone for the planned memorial at the top of the dune with the words “Since time immemorial nations
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exact location could not be determined because the sand dunes shift constantly and in 1928 had moved about
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Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Executive Secretary John F. Victory presided over the unveiling. A
     /        
the anniversary celebrations.
The details of this conference have been overlooked by many historians and even at the time, State Depart     ?    "64ever it brought together people from around the world to build bonds of friendship and respect based on the
 \  #    /    / \ 
provided an opportunity for aviators, aviation enthusiasts, business leaders, and politicians to consider the
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$HURQDXWLFV&RQIHUHQFHLQ:DVKLQJWRQ'&
'HFHPEHU
Members of the Conference:

for the able, persistent, and modest brothers from
)     /! ;    Dayton to demonstrate completely the possibility
  "     of a machine raising itself by its own power and
     !         "
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and ceremony. For that purpose this conference has 4    
been called, and to the consideration of the past imagination since the beginning of time, became
record and future progress of the science of aero- a practical reality on the day that the airplane of
nautics, in behalf of the Government and people of    J       
dunes of the Atlantic coast. The elder brother lives
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 !       delegates to this conference.
in a power-driven heavier-than-air machine. How
more appropriately could we celebrate this important No achievement of man in the progress of civilizaanniversary than by gathering together to consider       " 
           the strides made throughout the world in the science
gods,
to spirits and supernatural and mythical beings,
and practice of civil aeronautics since that day and
to discuss ways and means of further developing it both of the human and animal family. Pegasus, the
winged horse, and Daedalus and lcarus are two of the
 !/ }
innumerable examples which come readily to mind.
J          )        
done much to solve the problem, but it remained   "     !  



considered as visionary, unattainable. Even within
our memory utter impossibility was expressed by
 ?+    "6

lasted only 12 seconds. Three more were made the
  " J  '         
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tests ended for the time. Further experiments were
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38 miles an hour. Three years later one was bought
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There is a wide difference between the romance of
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seems to be the earliest authentic record of mechani   " O   [       
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left some interesting treatises and drawings on the
    "  &(3M
however, that a man was actually lifted from the
ground and carried along in the air for a considerable
distance. The vehicle was a hot-air balloon, devised
 + !    / # 7 "J    
the Royal Academy of Science, and ascents were
  / ;"&37 
built a dirigible balloon, propelled by steam; but
further progress was delayed until the development
of the internal-combustion engine. Alberto Santos
Dumont, brilliant young Brazilian, began in Paris
in 1898 to construct a navigable balloon. About the
same time in Germany Count von Zeppelin started
 /    "J   
welcomed here the latest example of his skill.
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the English Channel by the Frenchman Bleriot,
considered an astounding feat, was made in 1909.
%      
advance in both the science and the practice, and in
the production of equipment. After the armistice one
     
space and time, including the thrilling and solitary
journey from New York to Paris by our own Lindbergh in 1927.
       
the peaceful pursuits of transportation, of commerce,
and of trade that this conference is to direct its at" /      
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wrote in 1842:
7       
see,
Saw the vision of the world, and all the wonder
that would be;
0 !     
magic, sails,
Pilots of the purple twilight, dropping down with
costly bales.
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1857, and continuing down through Henson and
Stringfellow, Maxim, Ader, Lilienthal, and Langley
Q W         ers and other devices, working out the problem of a
heavier-than-air machine.
       
        
had gone before, applied themselves to the solution
  ")   : 4/
for three seasons; and in the fourth, on December
&(&'~M       "   
the delegates to this conference will visit this historic
spot on Monday, the exact day of the anniversary,
   ")! 

After the war European nations began to develop
aeronautics as a part of their transportation systems.
Passenger lines with heavy government subsidies
        "#    &~~~~    \
hundreds of aeronautic engineers and designers were
trained; nearly 17,000 planes were manufactured by
thousands of artisans who became skilled in aircraft
production in many new factories. All of this was


an important foundation for building up of civil
aeronautics. Prior to this period our attention had
been directed to the use of the airplane as a carrier of
 "7 &'&* J!%  
money to establish air-mail lines, but not until 1918
        "+ 
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regular route was established. This service has been
rapidly expanded, until now we have more than 22
mail routes with a daily mileage of nearly 31,000
miles. The air-mail poundage for January 1926,
 M~~~ "J    K(K
pounds were carried as compared with 423,838 in
the previous month. Reduction in the postal rates last
July doubled the amount carried inside of 30 days.
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the Navy, and the Commerce Departments. Since
then we have made remarkable progress. Then the
value of the aeronautic industry in the United States
was placed at less than $5,000,000. Today it is said
 &~~~~~~~"&'  tion of aircraft was valued at about $13,000,000; for
1928 the estimate is over $50,000,000. For the air
activities of the Department of Commerce we spent
in 1927 more than $800,000; this year over three
and a half million; and the estimate for 1929 is just
  !   "
Aeronautics have been rapidly advanced in other
parts of the world as well. Nearly half of the 70,000
miles of air routes regularly operated in the world are
in international air services, connecting important
cities. Approximately 10,500 are in Latin America,
and about 5,000 in Australia. Some have been in
operation for several years. Among the new services
opened in 1928 are the Peruvian Navy line over the
~~~     O   ;  
Lima and Talara, and the Barranquilla-Guayaquil,
Nueve-Laredo, Dakar-Buenos Aires, and Montreal to New York lines. Additional routes are being
     <  0      
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between the Netherlands and the Netherland East
   Y   #   "
From incomplete reports it is indicated that about
&~~~~~~   X    vices alone in 1927, more than 200,000 passengers
carried and 10,000,000 pounds of luggage and goods
and 3,000,000 pounds of mail. An average of nearly
(~~~     "   
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cent for 1928. Most of the European lines have
     ")! 
they are operated has resulted in increasingly better
!    "
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a short mail line, has increased until this year there
are approximately 15,500 miles of airways, on
  !      
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regular schedule. The daily mileage is estimated at
~~~  "    
lines-New York to Montreal, Seattle to Vancouver,
and Miami to Havana. Plans to extend the latter
   0#     "
The transportation companies have been taxed far
beyond their equipment. A recent and important
development has been the linking of the airplane
and the transcontinental railways, providing a rapid
journey between distant points. The airplane is used
for fast day travel, with a transfer to a railroad for
the night journey.
The nineteenth century was the railroad and steamboat age. The twentieth century will be known for
the development of aeronautics and air transport.
The airways of the world now have a greater mile     &3~ >!
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by Stephenson. Attention has recently been called
to the safety of air passenger service, compared
      "&'(
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over 2,500,000 miles without injury to a single pas "  &3K  X       
10,503 passengers over 3,562,338 miles, killed 22
and injured 34 others.

The country-wide tour of Lindbergh in the United and economic and the prosperity of the world will be
States, following his wonderful and spectacular immeasurably advanced by it, indirectly, but no less
  *       /#   > surely, will the nations be drawn more closely together
  "#     
done here, and the civilian-owned aircraft number
over 6,000.
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The aeronautic branch of our Department of Com           " 
inaugurated a comprehensive system of regulation
and control of aircraft manufacture as well as opera"#                 
      "J      
from New York to San Francisco is over 2,600 miles
long. More than 5,000 additional miles of airway are
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce. An air-information service is maintained and
aeronautic research carried on through the Bureau
of Standards. Valuable cooperation is rendered in
       ;     " J
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#  ]     "+palities and communities in all parts of the country,
realizing that air contacts mean more and better
business, are planning airports. Nearly 900 more
are now in prospect.
Air transport means much to the United States, di          
     "   /  
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has travelled across the continent in less than 24
 "        
to Canada and to our other friends and neighbours
in the South.
All nations are looking forward to the day of extensive, regular, and reasonably safe intercontinental and interoceanic transportation by airplane
   "         
  ;  " 
be sure, however, that the perfection and extension
of air transport throughout the world will be of the
  !   {"    mary aim of this industry is and will be commercial



VIRGINIA AIRPORTS

Vera Foster Rollo & Norman L. Crabill.
THE most in-depth historical survey of our
Virginia airports, aeronautical events, and
the people that make it happen, from the
earliest days of aviation in the Old Dominion. Extensively researched and detailed
with many never-before-seen aerial maps
of airports from the beautiful Shenandoah
Valley to the Tidewater area of Virginia.
8 1/2 by 11 paperback. 244 pages and is
packed with b/w photos and illustrations.
It can be purchased from the publisher for
$25 per copy (U.S.) which includes shipping
and handling. Order at Virginia Aeronautical Historical Society, 5701 Huntsman
Road, Richmond, Virginia 23250-2416 or
call (804)222-8690 or email vahs@smv.org.

